Advanced Ad Hoc Workshop

The time has never been better to take your ad hoc skill to the next level in Infinite Campus. If you have been using ad hoc for at least a year and are looking for a way to improve your skills and repository of reports, this workshop is for you. Working with an Infinite Campus Process Consultant, this workshop offers attendees the opportunity to learn about the latest ad hoc features, see realistic complex reports, and build a repository of reports.

During the morning session, attendees will participate in hands-on, consultant-led instruction. The Infinite Campus Process Consultant will work with participants on gaining an understanding of the latest Ad Hoc functionality, provide tips and tricks to create efficiencies, and provide realistic sample Ad Hoc reports. In the afternoon each district will have the opportunity to work with the consultant individually as they apply the skills during workshop time. Participants will work on creating new Ad Hoc reports, make current reports more efficient, and brainstorm what types of reports they may want to create in the future.

Query Wizard
Learn how to use the advanced features of the query wizard including functions, logical expression, grouping, and aggregation.

Pass-through SQL Query
Learn how to create pass-through queries and customize queries that have already been created.

Data Viewer
Learn how to use the features within the data viewer to create reports and also utilize other queries to narrow search criteria.

Data Analysis
Learn about the functionality in Infinite Campus to create data pivots for easy to read data visualizations.

Data Extract Utility
Learn how to run full SQL database reports in the data extract utility to generate custom extracts.

About your Workshop

Participants: Participants should have intermediate to advanced Ad Hoc skills. Each district will be limited to five attendees for the workshop.

Cost: $600 per district. Host districts are FREE! We require four districts minimum (up to five people per district) for each workshop.

Location: We require a host district with a computer lab capable of hosting 25 participants for the full day.

Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Lunch will be on your own.

For questions or more information, please contact your Infinite Campus Client Executive.

To register as a host district visit infinitecampus.com/workshops